
A Realisti Suess Criterion for Disourse SegmentationMeltem Turhan Y�ondem and G�okt�urk �U�olukDept of Computer Eng.,Middle East Teh. Univ. 06531Ankara, Turkeyfmturhan,uolukg�eng.metu.edu.trAbstrat. In this study, ompared to the existing one, a more realisti evaluation methodfor disourse segmentation is introdued. It is believed that disourse segmentation is afuzzy task [Pas96℄. Human subjets may agree on di�erent disourse boundaries, with highagreement among them. In the existing method a threshold value is alulated and sentenesthat marked by that many subjets are deided as real boundaries and other marks arenot been onsidered. Furthermore automatially disovered boundaries, in ase of beingmisplaed, are treated as a strit failure, disregarding the proximity wrt to the human foundboundaries. The proposed method overomes these shortomings, and redits the fuzziness ofthe human subjets' deisions as well as tolerates misplaements of the automated disovery.The proposed method is tunable from risp/harsh to fuzzy/tolerant on human deision aswell as automated disovery handling.1 IntrodutionThis study is about evaluation of the suess of programs that divides large volumes of text intoa ertain number of utteranes that form oherent units alled Disourse Segments. It is widelyaepted that disourse is strutured. Many experiments support this statement [Gro92, Gro86,Hir93, Lit95, Man88, Pol88, Web91℄. Naive subjets also agree on the disourse boundaries of agiven text.The �rst step is to represent the segment boundary information deided by human subjetsin a natural way. It is quite a ommon tehnique to ask a group of subjets to read a given textand then indiate the sentenes where a new ontext (disourse) starts. Following this, usually astatistial analysis of the results is arried out to deide whether there is an agreement amongthe subjets about eah andidate boundary. Then, having the boundaries at hand, omputergenerated boundaries are tested against them, and by this way a deision about the quality of theomputer segmentation is made.Most of the urrent works use risp methods in deiding about the suess of the boundarydisovery. This, of ourse leads to non realisti evaluations where near-miss ases reeive the samedisrediting as omplete misses. Furthermore, the fuzziness steaming from disagreements amonghuman subjets are also not handled. There exist a minor number of previous work that pinpointthis issue and propose solutions [Bee97, Pev94℄. This work proposes a new evaluation shemelaiming to be a solution to all suh aspets.2 Disourse SegmentationThe hypothetial line between the disourse segments is named as disourse boundary. The fol-lowing example is a portion of some Turkish orpus used and the human subjets' deision aboutthe boundaries. (Leading smilies before eah sentene reet the ount of agreement and intend toaid the visualization of where the boundaries are.)



Emine bir aral�k bu oyundan usand�. (marked as a boundary by 0 subjets)After some time Emine got bored of this game.Kamer'in kua�g�ndan inip ta�sl��g�n sonundaki bah�eye ko�stu. (0 subjet)Getting from Kamer's lap, she run to the garden at the end of the stone ourtyard._Istanbul'un K�zta�s� taraar�nda dededen kalma bir konakt�. (4 subjets)It was a mansion in _Istanbul by K�zta�s�, inherited from grandfather.Annesi, babas�, a�gabeyi bir tarafta, teyzesi, eni�stesi,ablas� �ob�ur tarafta otururlard�. (0 subjets)On one side her mother, father and brother, on the other side her aunt, unle in law and sister usedto lie.Bah�e iki ailenindi. (0 subjets)The garden belonged to the two families.Fakat hikayemizi anlatt��g�m�z s�ralarda kad�nlar erkekten ka�ard�. (4 subjets)But at the time we were telling our story, women used to run away from men.Bu, ne demek diyeeksin. (1 subjets)what does this mean, you ask?Evet, sevgili k�u��uk okuyuum, kad�nlarla erkeklerin hayatlar� ayr� ge�er, babalar, karde�sler ve �okyak�nlarla anak ak�samlar� bulu�sulurdu. (1 subjets)Yes, dear fellow reader, women and men lived life separately; it was only in the evenings that fathers,brothers and lose relatives were met with.Erkekler �o�gu vakitlerini evin selaml�k denilen bir b�ol�um�unde ge�irirlerdi. (0 subjets)Men used to spend most of their time in a part of the house alled the selaml�k.Kad�nlar�n oturduklar� b�ol�um�un ad� haremdi. (0 subjets)The part in whih women used to live was alled the harem.Mutfak kap�s� bah�eye a��ld��g�ndan, �ustelik a�s�� da erkek oldu�gundan, kad�nlardan pek oraya ��kanolmazd�. (0 subjets)Sine the kithen door opened to the garden and also beause the ook was a man, women did notusually enter there.Emine taanl� yollarda ko�stu, bah�enin ortas�ndaki uzun servinin �evresini birka� kere doland�. (7subjets)Emine ran on the owered roads, went around the tree in the middle of the garden a ouple of times.Hava olduk�a serindi. (1 subjet)It was quite hilly.A�s�� Yaver a�ga, mutfak kap�s�ndan ba�s�n� uzat�t�. (0 subjets)The ook Yaver a�ga looked through the kithen door.3 Existing Evaluation MethodThe method an be summerized as:{ Statistially determine what makes a human subjets' boundary deision reliable.{ Nominate all suh reliable boundaries to be the real boundaries.{ Consider all boundaries disovered by the automated proess that math exatly with realboundares as suess points. Consider all other automatialy disovered points as failures.As the onept of reliable boundary is major to this method, it is worth to look into it in greaterdetails. In the following subsetion you will �nd the statistial proedure used so far in the existingmethod to disover the reliable boundaries.3.1 Statistial Analysis: Cohran's Q methodThis setion is a brief summary of the Cohran's Q method used to judge the agreement betweenthe subjets on segment boundaries. Passonneau & Litman [Pas96, Pas97℄ used this method tojudge their subjet's agreement. The advantage of this method is that it gives the number ofagreements neessary for a variable to be onsidered as the needed lass, in this ase a boundary.In order to �nd the number of agreements neessary, usually a partial Cohran's Q method isused.



In this kind of agreement alulation, the distribution of 1's (indiating there is a boundarybefore the sentene) and 0's (indiating there is no boundary before the sentene) in the subjets'responses are tested against the null hypothesis that the agreement was by hane. A good examplefor suh a alulation of an English orpus an be found in [Pas96℄.Q = k(k � 1)Pkj=1 �Gj �Pkj=1G�j�2kPNi=1 Li �PNi=1 L2i (1)where Gj : total number of boundaries in the jth olumnG� : mean of the GjLi : total number of boundaries in the ith rowAs an example, the Q alulated for a human segmentation of a orpus of 3691 sentenes fromwhih the above given extrat was taken yielded a Q value of 16931. Chi-square values indiatedthat the result would be signi�ant when Q had a value greater than 45. In this ase, the Qvalue was greater than this value for p = 0:001, whih means that the probability of aidentalagreement among subjets is less than 0:001 for this narrative; that is, the agreement is so highthat it ould not our by hane.The next issue is to determine the required number of subjet agreements to onsider a senteneas a boundary. Similar to Passonneau [Pas96℄, and other similar studies do this by partitioning Qinto distint omponents for eah possible Gi (0 to total number of subjets). The boundaries ofany disourse an be deided by partially alulating Cohran's Q. By this way, it is statistiallypossible to determine the required minimal number of subjets to agree on a single sentene withaidental ourrene probability lesser than the alulated p value. All of the sentenes markedas boundary by that minimal number or more human subjets will be onsidered as boundariesin subsequent analyses of the orpus.3.2 Short Commings of the Existing Evaluation MethodThe following ases explains the need for more realisti disourse segmentation evaluation method.
(a) (b)Fig. 1. A ase of more information ontentThe existing evaluation method would onsider sentene 4 (third bar in the �gure) as a bound-ary in both �gure 1 (a) and �gure 1 (b). There will be no di�erene in the redits reeived forboth ases if the automated boundary disovery hits/misses this boundary. But we believe thatthere is more lue about the boundary in (a) with respet to (b) sine muh more human subjetsagreed that there is a boundary in that viinity.Consider the human subjets' agreements are as in the �gure 2. If sentenes 3 is aepted as aboundary then 4 is also a boundary. This is so beause the existing system ares only about thenumber of subjets that marked a sentene as boundary to be above a onstant threshold in orderto aept it as a boundary. But, obviously there is only one boundary whih the subjets ould



Fig. 2. A ase of two peeks in the same viinity
(a) (b)Fig. 3. A ase of week vs. strong disagreement of human and omputernot ome to a uni�ed agreement about its position. The group has split into two groups where theount of eah group has passed the threshold value.We also believe that if the program �nds a boundary at a sentene that no subjet marksa boundary as it is the ase in �gure 3 (b), that should be onsidered di�erent than �nding aboundary at a plae that at least some of the subjets put a boundary mark. Existing systems donot onsider �gure 3 (a) and Figure 3 (b) as di�erent.Summing up, we are basily faing the following problems whih are ill-treated in the existingsystems:

(a) (b) () (d)Fig. 4. Currently ill-treated ases{ The human segmenters do not always agree on a boundary (�gure 4 (a)){ The automated segmentation proess does not always hit the boundary even if it is risp.(�gure 4 (b)){ Oasionally the automated segmentation proess may� reate additional boundaries (we will name these as fantom) (�gure 3) (�gure 4 ())� or omit the existene of a boundary. (�gure 4)(�gure 4 (d))



4 Proposed Evaluation MethodThe idea is to set up a system whih onsiders boundaries as islands of the distributions. Wename these islands as lusters. A lustering algorithm based on statistial values determines theluster formations in the results of the human subjets segmentation. The boundary deisions ofthe automated system whih fall into the lose viinity of those lusters are onsidered to be adistribution about a single boundary (similar to the ase of human subjets) and the quality of thejudgment of the automated proess is assessed by an distribution versus distribution evaluation.Plaements of phantom boundaries (laimed boundaries of the automated system whih arenot in the lose viinity of a luster) are punished proportional to their distane from the nearestluster.The proposed system has adjustable parameters whih ontrol the rispness of this treatment.These are explained below, along with the algorithm.4.1 Evaluation AlgorithmLet us assume the following:{ S human subjet partiipated the segmentation.{ h(i) is the disrete distribution value of the ount of human subjets that agree there is asegmentation boundary at the end of line i of a given text.If h(3) is 5 this will mean that 5 individual have agreed that there is a segmentation boundarybefore the 5 th sentene.{ (i) is the disrete boolean distribution, generated by a omputer segmentation system, thatyields true if the existene of a segmentation boundary laimed before line i of the text, anda false if no boundary there exists.(3) is true if the omputer segmentation system is laiming the existene of a boundary beforethe 3rd sentene.{ Let N number of sentene exist in the text.4.2 Step 1: Determine Clusters of hClusters are subranges of [1,N℄. We de�nelusterk 4= hlusterk:lower; lusterk:upperiSo that{ luster denotes the ount of lusters.{ lusterk:lower � lusterk:upper{ lusterk:upper < lusterk+1:lower for k = 1; : : : ; luster{ (x 2 luster) 4= (lusterk:lower � x � lusterk:upper){ 8s; s 2 lusterk; similarity measure(i; lusterk; h) < expeted similarity(lusterk; h)The last item, whih de�nes the riterion of being a member of a luster is based on two funtions:similarity measure and expeted similarity. Literally the seond imposes a quanti�ed level ofsimilarity based on the portion of h falling into the luster, and the �rst is a quanti�ed measureof similarity of a andidate point with respet to a luster.This reursive de�nition of a luster an be implemented in various ways. We propose a verysimple O(n) algorithm based on two parameters:hain strength A maximum allowed value of j s1 � s2 j suh that 8s; s1 < s < s2; h(s) = 0 ands1;2 2 lustermminimal peak An empirial value suh that 8k9s; s 2 lusterk; s � minimal peak.



Clustering algorithmfind lusters(luster; h;N; hain weekness;minimal peak) f k  0s 1andidate exists falsefor s 1 : : :N dof if h(s) > 1 then if :andidate existsthen f andidate exists TRUEandidate start sweekness 0has minimal peak  (h(s) � minimal peak) gelse if :has minimal peak ^ h(s) � minimal peakthen has minimal peak  TRUEelse if weekness = hain strengththen if has minimal peakthen f k  k + 1luster k:lower  andidate startluster k:upper s� weekness gelse andidate exists FALSEg gThis algorithm is based on the assumption that at least a gap of size hain strength exists betweensuessive lusters. If that is not the ase then a more elaborated lustering algorithm must beemployed.Note that is is quite possible that some of the human data gets ignored and does not beomea part of a luster.4.3 Step 2: Evaluating performane of Now having to hand the lusters we propose the following evaluation formula for the performaneof a omputer segmentation : suess() = P()�N ()where P() is some alulated positive value awarding the suess points and N () is some sub-trated positive value punishing the failure points.The following is proposed for P()P() 4= 1jlusterj � S � jlusterjXk=1 up(k)Xs=low(k) up(k)Xq=low(k) h(s) � (q)js� q + 1j�Here up(k) and low(k) are either the limits of lusterk or a narrowed down version of them basedon the statistial properties of the h distribution in the range of lusterk. � is an exponent valuein the range of 1 � � � 2 that we will name as hardness.low(k) 4= max(�k � ��k; lusterk:lower)up(k) 4= min(�k + ��k; lusterk:upper)



Where �k and �k are de�ned as the mean and standard deviation of the distribution in the rangeof lusterk, respetively. � is a parameter that ontrols the rispness of the suess evaluation.The bigger � is the fuzzier the evaluation gets.For the punishment term that is going to be introdued for the ases of phantom boundariesthe fallowing is proposed. This is a linear funtion of the distane of all phantom boundaries fromthe mid point of their nearest lusters. Assuming a minimal punishment of value Pmin and amaximal of Pmax the N () term an be expressed asN () 4= jlusterj�1Xk=1 up(k)Xq=low(k) Pmin � Pmax2up(k) � j2q � low(k + 1)� up(k)j+ Pmax5 ConlusionWe are proposing a more realisti approah to the evaluation of an automated disourse segmen-tation. The following are the problems of disourse segmentation whih are not handled properlyand deliately in the existing approah:{ Disourse segmentation is a fuzzy task and human responses should be kept as lose to naturalas possible without foring this information to harsh and risp representations. Not doing soauses information loss and extremely oversimpli�es the evaluation.{ Automated segmentation is just an approximation to human intelligene. It is easily misledin weak irumstanes espeially in ases where human segmenters have not ome to a fullagreement, either.A new method is proposed to overome the injustie of the existing method. The new method hasthe following advantages:{ It is ognitively more similar to the human way of suess evaluation.{ Almost all the boundary information marked by human subjets are kept and onsidered.{ A tunable metri for loseness of two distribution, namely the ones of human subjets and theautomated proess, is introdued. This is believed to inrease the fairness of the evaluation.{ Phantom boundaries laimed by an automated proess is punished by a severeness riterionwhih is based on the distane from the nearest real boundary.Referenes[Bee97℄ , Beeferman, D., `A Probabilisti Error Metri for Segmentation Algorithms', Unpublished notes,http://www.dougb.om/researh.html, 1997.[Gro86℄ Grosz B., Sidner, C., `Attention Intention and Struture of Disourse: A Review', ComputationalLinguistis, Vol. 12, No. 3, pp. 175-204, 1986.[Gro92℄ B. Grosz, J. Hirshberg, `Some Intentional Charateristis of Disourse Struture', Proeedings ofthe International Conferene on Spoken Language Proessing, pp. 429-432, 1992.[Hir93℄ Hirshberg, J., Litman, D., `Empirial Studies on the Disambiguation', Computational Linguistis,Vol. 19, No. 3, pp. 501-530, 1993.[Lit95℄ Litman, D., J., Passonneau, R., `Combining Multiple Knowledge Soures for Disourse Segmenta-tion', 33rd Annual Meeting of Assoiation for Computational Linguistis, pp. 108-115, 1995.[Man88℄ Mann, W.C., Thompson, S.A., `Rhetorial Struture Theory: Towards a Funtional Theory ofText Organization', Text, Vol. 8, pp. 243-281, 1988.[Pas96℄ Passonneau, R., Litman, D.J., `Empirial Analysis of Three Dimensions of Spoken Language:Segmentation, Coherene and Linguisti Devie', ed. Hovy, E., Sott, D., Computational and Conver-sational Disourse, pp. 161-194, Springer Verlag, 1996.[Pas97℄ Passonneau, R., Litman, D.J., `Disourse Segmentation by Human and Automated Means', Com-putational Linguistis, Vol. 23, No. 1, 1997.[Pev94℄ Pevzner, L., Hearst M., `A Critique and Improvement of an Evaluation Metri for text Segmen-tation' Computational Linguistis, Vol. 21, No. 1, pp. 19-36, 1997.
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